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may be said now to be practically carried out ; andthere in the elevation, Fig. 1, thewheelman regulates the length On the other end of the second shaft is a double -cone

remains but a much needed improvement in the quality of of the arm by means of his handwheel, so that the cutting friction clutch with a pair of reverse bevel wheels, for

the fuel from the adjacent coalfield. During the long edge of the bucket shall get its proper grip of the soil. The driving in either direction a short longitudinal shaft, which

continued depression in the iron trade, Lincolnshire may driver throws the main chain drum into gear, and the at its front end drives a third cross -shaft giving motion to

be said to have fairly held its own ; but with the second scoop is dragged forwards and upwards by the chain into the swinging and propelling gears through a double-ended

a
the position B , desoribinga circular arcofabout 80 deg. clutch . A drum onthe shaft winds the swinging chain
By the time it reaches the top it is fully loaded, and the that is led round the circular platform on the foot of the

driverthrowing thedrumout ofgear, holds it with a jib post ; and thisdrum alsohasa brake undercommand

DUNBAR AND RUSTON'S STEAM NAVVY. * his footbråke allows thebucket to fall back to C , clearing drives awheel keyed on the axle of the front travelling
foot brake ; at the same instant the wheelmanby easing of the driver. A pitch -chain from a pinion upon the shaft

By Mr. JOSEPH RUSTON, M.P. , of Lincoln . itself from theface of the bank. The driver next swings wheels. By means therefore of the bevel wheels and fric

In the large excavations constantly being made for the jib round till thebucket is over the wagon ,when the tion cones the driver can move the navvy backwardsor

railways, docks, canals, and other engineering works, wheelman releases the latch by means of a cord ,and the forwards, orswing the jib in either direction ; and all the

containing, often many hundreds of thousands of cubic door fallingopen , the contents instantly drop through. different movements can be effected without reversing or

yards, a substitute for the pickand spade has long been The driver then swings the jib back again , and at the stopping theengine, so that no time is lost. A strong

sought, and various mechanical contrivanceshave from same time lets go thefoot brake of the chain drum, thus cast iron framework, firmly bolted to the main frame,

time to time been adopted, withmore or lesssuccess. The causing the bucket to descend through a sort of spiral carries thevarious shafts.

problem mayhoweverbe considered to be now solved by course, until he brings it up sharply by the brake again The bucket arm is made of two oak planks, bolted

the steam navvyforming the subject ofthe present paper, when in position D. The wheelınan at the same moment together attopand bottom , so as to leave a long slot

which is believed by the writer to be, perhaps,the most adjuststhe fall by meansof his brake,soasto lower the between them , throughwhich passes the mainchain.

successful machineyet introduced for this end, being not bucket to A again, with just the right reach of arm for On the back edge of each plank is a rack , gearing

merely suitable for oneform of diggingorfor one kind of the next cut. During the fall the door of the bucket with a pinion fixed onthefulcrum shaft on the top of

material, butalso capable generally of dealing with every closes and latches itself automatically by its own weight ; thejib.Thesameshaft also carries a swing frame pro

large excavation which contractors are called upon to and all is then ready for repeating the operation , vided with four rollers, which press on iron bars orrunners

make, and thus proving itself in fact an expeditious, Although apparently somewhat complicated when thus fixed along the front edge of the arm , so as to hold it up

reliable, and most advantageous help. So successfully performed in combination , the several movements are close to the fulcrum , while yet allowing it to be moved
has it fulfilled the purpose in view, that its use on all each very simple ; and the whole cycle can be performed longitudinally by the racks and pinions for lengthening or
works of any magnitude, at least in this country, is the in less time than has been taken to describe it. Three- shortening it ; themovementisgiven by a pitch-chain
rule rather than the exception ; and its manufacture quarters of a minute is sufficient for scooping out from 1 to wheel on the outer end of the fulcrumshaft,drivenfrom
forms an importantbranchofthe business at the writer's 24 tons of stuff, according to the capacity ofthe bucket, for a pinion on the handwheel shaft, which as already ex

works, from which upwards of a hundred of these ma- dropping the stuff into the wagon, and for returning the plained, is under the control of the wheelman.

chineshavenow been turned out, the majority for use in scoop into place ready for another cut. The main lifting chain passes from the winding drum,

Great Britain , and the remainder distributed in various After the machine has dug out all within reach,the through the towerand over the pulleys on the top , through

parts of the world . Among the completed works on jack screws which steady it are eased, and the propelling the bucket arm, over a sheave on theend of the jib , round

which it has been employed with special successmay be gear being put in action, it is moved forwards 3 ft. or a snatch block on the handle of the bucket, up to another

mentioned the following : Victoria Dock, London ; Coble 4 ft. ; the screws are then tightened down, and another sheave on the jib ,and down again to the snatch block,

Dene Dock, Tynemouth ; Penarth , Swansea, Silloth , and series of cuts is commenced. The cuts all radiate from ubtaining therefore a treble purchase.

Greenock Docks ; new outfall works at Boston ; harbour the centre round which the jib swings ; and they may The bucket is shown in detail in Figs. 4 and 5.

works at Calais, and at Melbourne , Australia ; cuttings together form a hole more or less resembling a crater, Its mouth is semi-elliptical ; its cutting edge is of steel,

on the Great Northern and the London and North- according to the plan adopted in making the excavation . and is protected by four strong picks or teeth , which are

Western Railways at Melton Mowbray, the Midland Details of Construction. - Proceeding to the constructive made soas to be easily renewed when worn, being fixed

Railway at Manton and Bootle ,theDover and Deal details of the navvy, the main frame has its side girders to the lip of the bucket by countersunk bolts and nuts,

Railway at Dover, the Rugbyand Northampton,the formed much deeper in the centre that at the ends, and as shown. These picks or teeth are of different

Paisley, and the Didcotand Southampton Railways, theyareduplicated on eachsideat the front end under strengths according to the stuff to be excavated ; the

the Lanarkshire lines at Airdrie, the North - Eastern the tower. There are three internal transverse girders, chisel-shaped head of one of the stronger kind is shown

Railway at Bishop Auckland,the Guildford and Sur- and longitudinals again undertheengine and gearing ; all inFig. 3, andissuitablefor the hardestboulder clay. On

biton , and the Rhymney Railways; and other works.
are well tied together, and stiffened by angle irons and gus- the top of the bucket are fixed two plates strongly gus

The steam navvy excavates and delivers into wagons sets. Between the inner longitudinals underthe tower a setted, between which the lower end ofthe arm is secured
anymaterialcapableofbeing cut, suchas sand, gravel, large tank is formed, which when filledwith wateracts as bya through pin. There are also four shackles furnished
chalk, and clays of all kinds, digging out with equal ballast to steady the machine, and forms a convenient with screw swivels,which distribute the strain , and per
facility the hardest and toughest,such as require blasting supply for the engine. The whole frame is rivetted toge- mit the adjustment of the angle that the cutting edge of
when workedby hand. Itcan also dealwiththesemate- ther at theworks; but to facilitate transport it is divided the bucketmakeswith thearm . Thetwotopplatesalso
rials when thickly interspersed with stones and heavy crosswaysinthecentre, and the two halves are united by carry the L shaped hinges rivetted to the flap or door.The
boulders ; and without being unduly strained it cuts bolts and joint plates.

handle or bale " of thebucketswings on pins fixed about
through seams of flint, shale,slate, or even sandstone, The lower pivot of the jib is carried somewhat in ad centrally on each side ; it is well arched to allow room for

which may intersect the face of theexcavation itisat vance ofthemain framebyapair ofprojectinggirders the dirt,andissecured to the snatch blockby a pin and
upon. With the assistanceof blasting, it is also rivettedon the top of thetransverse members of the frame, strap . The door isfastenedby a stout bolt, fixed on the

used with advantagein muchmore difficult stuff, such as and convergingin the form ofaVto anapex,at which is outside opposite to the hinges, andkeptclosed by a spiral
placed the pivot ; these are further stiffened by plates spring protected by a casing. On the bolt is a short arm

Development. - Since its introduction many improve- underneath , and the frontend of the frame where they passingthroughaslot in the casing, andconnectedbya

ments have been made, increasing its power and efficiency, are fixed , is made of double thickness the whole way link to the catchlever for opening the door; at the outer
The framework has been considerably strengthened across. This construction has been found necessary in end of this lever is a pulley, round which a cord is rove,

throughout, augmenting the totalweightby several suc order to provide for the enormous stress which has to be thefree end passing through a sheave on the bucket arm

cessiveincrements from 22 tons in the earliest machine to resisted at this point if the bucket is allowed tojam itself andthence to the wheelman. By pulling the cord the bolt

32 tons,which is now adoptedasthestandard ;thescoop when cutting ; the force is indeedsufficient sometimes is withdrawn out of its socket, and the door falls open by

averagés a capacity of about 25 per cent. largerthan at to lift the back orengine endofthemachine almost off its its own weight, and hangsvertically ; when the bucket
first, and has an increased angular range. The duty has legs . The plan of carrying the pivot well in advance of falls back from position to D , Fig. 1, it overtakes the

progressed in a greater ratio , nearly 50 per cent. having themain frame, which is a distinctive feature of the navvy, door, and the bolt and socketbeing both made with

been added to the original output. At first180to 198 enablesthe jibtobe swungroundfurther, andrenders sloping edges, the door latches itself automaticallyin
wagon -loads were considered a good day's work ; now 240 the ground in front muchmore accessible when laying closing.
to 250 are often obtained, and even more under very down the rails. ( To be continued .)
favourable conditions: the day consisting of ten hours, At each corner of the frame is a strong jack -screw , and

and the wagons being thesize ordinarily used by contrac a fifth is placed immediately under the pivotof the jib ;
tors, holding three cubic yardseach ;however, the stuff thesetake the entire weight when at work. The outside NOTES FROM THE SOUTH-WEST.

is moresolidly packed by the navvythan when the wagons wheels on which themachineis mounted, are double-flanged Rhondda and Swansea Bay Railviay. - The works be

are loaded by hand. With extra large wagons holding and104 ft.gauge ; and for transport from one cutting to tween Pontrhydyfen and Cymmer,with the exception of
four cubic yards each, an equal number has been filled in another ordinarysingle -flanged wheels are also furnished the stationat thelatter place, have for sometimebeen
a day, equivalent to the grand total of nearly 1000 cubic inside, to the standard 4 ft. 8 }in. gauge. practically finished . Pending arrangements which may

yards per day. The tower may be described as an oblique truncated render a second permanent station at 'Cymmer unneces

Construction. The machine is shown in theengravings pyramid, well extended at the base for bolting to the sary,a temporary station for the intermediate service of
on page 180, Fig.1 being an elevation,and Fig.2a plan. It longitudinals of the mainframe. Itis formed of two plate- the passenger trafficis in course of erection at thatplace.
may be described generally as consisting of a strong rectan- sides, stiffened with T irons, and braced togetherwith Theconstruction of theRhonddaTunnel was commenced
gular wrought-iron frame mountedon wheels, forming a crossplates and stays ; between them is an opening large in June, and the works at both endsare beingpushed
substantialbasetowhich all theparts aresecured. On enough for the driver to watch themotion of the bucket, forward with all possible speed . An agreement for an
the back end is placedthe engine, beside which the driver evenwhenthe jib isstraight ahead . The top of thepyra- interchangeoftrafficbetweenthe company i'nd the Great
stands. At the front end rises a wrought-iron tower midisfinished witha roof-plateextended forwardsin Western Railway Company at Port Talbot, hasbeen
carrying the top pivot of a crane jib, the lowerpivot rest- front for taking thetop pivot of the jib, and stiffened by entered into. The effect of this agreement will be to dis
ingon girders fixed to the main frame. The jib maybe a shaped girder like thatfor the bottom pivot ; on this pense with the necessityof constructing a tunnelunder
saidto be of twin construction, beingcomposed of two table are placed also theguide pulleys for themain chain. the Neath , as well as some other portions oi'the works
sides which are united only at the post and at the outer The jib is stiffened laterally by rivetting to its lower originally contemplated.

end or point ; between them therefore is a long slot,in memberon each side a broad plate placed on edgeso as to
which swings anarm of adjustable length ,depending form an 4 sectioninplan ,thetwo sidesofthe anglebeing balance brought forward from 1883-84 ,the revenue ofthis

Gloucester Wagon Company ( Limited ).— Including the

from a fulcrum fixed on theupper member of the jib ; united with knees and gussets. This enables it securely company for theyear ending June 30, 1885, was
and atthe base ofthe post is a circularplatform ,onwhich to withstand the heavy twisting strainswhen cuttingin 32,1091. 78. 10d. From this sum the directorsdeducted

a man stands to regulate by means of ahandwheelthe anysuchmaterialastoughclay mixedwithboulders. 10,1311. 133. 6d. for the usual depreciationof wagons,and
reach ” or length of radius of the arm . Thescoopor Round the platformat the base of thepost are led the 12961.148.6d. for depreciationof buildings and ma

bucket is fixed at the lower end of the arm ,and is raised chains connected with the swinging gear.

or lowered by the main chain passing over the extremity tubeboiler carrying usually 8ðlb. pressure, and apair of theyear. The directors recommend a dividend upon thisThe engine is ofthe ordinary vertical type,with a cross- chinery, leaving a finalbalanceof 20,6901. 198. 10d ., which

be regardedas the amount available fordividend for
of the jib.

Handling. — The whole of the movements are controlled cylinders of 10 horse-power nominal ; it runs up to 160 orminute wal; it runsup to 160 or capital for the past year at the rate of 4 percent. per

The driver raises the scoop whilemakingits cut,swings Onthe crankshaft is keyeda pinion ,gearingintoa spur- forward 12961. 3s.10d ,tothe next account. The ròlling

itround into position for discharging; then he moves it wheel fourtimes its size on themaindrum shaft, from stock belonging to the company now consists of 5683

back againand lowers it. The wheelmanregulatesthe which all theother motions are transmitted,
depth of cut, releases the scoop from the face of the The maindrum is tapered, so as to give the engine the wagons let on simple hire,and 3280 sold ondeferred pay

bank, and opens the door or bottom for discharging its mostpowerwhenthechain is pulling at least advantage, wagons have been built for the company's
stock,allof

to for ,

andvice versa ;it is looseontheshaft, and is driven by a which have been sold on deferred payments. The com

Supposing the navvyto be in position , the mode of clutch , and controlled by a powerfulfoot brake. By a pair
working isasfollows. Thebuckethaving beenlowered ofequalspur-wheelsmotionisgivento a secondshaft,on panyhasnowto repair and maintain 13,179wagons, 4970
till its arm is vertical, as shown by thedotted lines atA which is mounted a small drum having its own clutch and

brake, and winding a light chain for pulling the bucket The “ Curlew . ” — The boilers and part of the machinery

Paper read before the Institution of Mechanical back ; this however isvery seldom required ,except when of the Curlew, a new steel gun and torpedo vessel which
Engineers at Lincoln , the machine is used for dredging. is being built át Devonport,have arrived at the dockyard .

work

hard marl and lias rock .

contents .
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DUNBAR AND RUSTON'S STEAM NAVVY.

CONSTRUCTED BY MESSRS. RUSTON, PROCTOR , AND CO. , ' ENGINEERS, LINCOLN .

( For Description , see Page 178. )

Fig . 1 .
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Iron Company are in this satisfactory condition, and the

North -Eastern Steel Works at Middlesbrough have also

a number of important contracts . Messrs. Bolckow,

Vaughan , and Co. feel the scarcity of orders, and

their great plant at the gigantic Eston Steel Works is

only fitfully employed. During this week a number of

gentlemen, including amongst others severalmembers of

Lloyd's Committee, have visited the Eston Steel Works

and have been verymuch interested in the mode of pro

ducing steel and the quality of the shipbuilding material

at that establishment.

Wages in the Iron Trade. - The blast furnacemen of the

North of England are still discussing the wages question.

It is hoped and believed that a sliding scale will yet be

arranged. With regard to the manufactured iron trade,
the wages question is still occupying the attention of both

employers and men . The Board of Arbitration having

failed to formulate a sliding scale for the regulation of
wages, the whole question is likely to be submitted to an

arbitrator. On Monday a special meeting of the Board

is to be held at Darlington, when the question will be

further discussed and arrangements made for holding a
court of arbitration .
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GERMAN COAL EXPORTS.-The exports of coal from Ger

many would appear to be still increasing. In the first

five months of this year these exports were 3,558,791 tons

as compared with 3,448,981 tons in the corresponding

period of 1884, showing an advance of 109,810 tons in for Lighting and Heating by Gasamounted in the first six company's revenue has experienced this year is quite an
1885 .

months of this year to 1,446,7921., showing a decrease of unusual feature in the history of the undertaking as for

12,8461. as compared with the corresponding revenue in a long time past it has shown a steady and continuous

GAS ATPARIS.–The revenue of the Parisian Company the corresponding period of 1884. The check which the progress year by year,
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STERN-WHEEL STEAMER FOR THE BRAZILIAN GOVERNMENT.

CONSTRUCTED BY MESSRS. FORRESTT AND SONS, LONDON.

Fig. 1 .
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We illustrate above a stern -wheel steamer lately ment need be lost in waiting for wagons; and the jib has , ease the jack-screws, lay rails, run the navvy forwards,

constructed by Messrs . Forrestt and Son , of Millwall the minimum distance to swing round, the dirt from each tighten down the screws, and get to work again, requires
and Limehouse, for the Brazilian Government. The half of its sweep being delivered on its own side. When, from five to ten minutes, during which of course no

weights are arranged atthe ends ; the boiler being for- say, a dozen wagonshaveaccumulated on each of the wagons are filled. The fewer the stops in the day, the

ward and the engine aft, longitudinal strength being takesthem away to betipped . The central siding behind largerthe quantity ofmaterial within
reach of the bucket,

side roads, the shunting engine makes up a train, and greater will be the number of wagons filled ; and the

obtained by trussing posts and rods. The boiler is of themachine should be long enough for say 32wagonsat the lessseldomneed the navvy be moved forwards.

the locomotive type , and is constructed entirely of least ; and other sidings are of course necessary if the good deep gullet offers as a rule the most advantage, be

steel . It is 7 ft. long by 3 ft . 6 in . in diaineter . The " lead” to the tips be a long distance. cause the whole of the semicircle in front of the machine

grate area is 13 ft . 6 in . , and the area of the firebox The gullet thus made may be 20 ft. or even 30 ft. deep, can be cut round, and not merely part as in the side -face

75 square feet. There are 139 brass tubes , 7 ft. long according to the nature of the stuff ; but 25 ft. is about cutting ; there is better facility for changing the wagons

and if in . in diameter ; the total heating surface being themost economical depth, because the machine has then smartly, and there is a shorter average distance for the

520 square feet . There is a forced blast worked by a sufficient reach to makethe cutting exactly large enough jib to swing through in order to get over the wagon . All

fan driven bya smallverticalengineat the side of the for an ordinary double-line railwayofstandardgauge, these thingseconomise time and increasetheduty, for a
boiler, and the steam pressure is 120 lb.per square inch . the slopes requiring verylittle handwork to finish them , few minutes' logs now andthen means fewer cubic yards

as shown by the section in Fig. 11 , In Fig. 12 is got out in the day.

There are two feathering paddle-wheels, 6 ft. 4 in , in

diameter, driven by spur gear from a compound surface which can be best made by driving two navvies, one depends even more upon good management than upon the
shown a cutting 50 ft. deep for a similar railway, Men Employed.--How small this loss is permitted to be

condensing engine of 150 horse-power indicated, having | in advance of the other,to take out the first 25 ft.; and system employed ; and of equal importance is the skill
cylinders 8 in . and 14 in . in diameter respectively, then finishing the lower half of the depth with a gullet of the driver and wheelman on the machine. From the
with a stroke of 10 in . , and running at 425 revolutions similar to that shown in Fig. 11. In each case the com- nature of their duties it will be apparent that they

per minute. The crankshaft, pistons, and connecting pleted cutting is shown by the dark section , andthe part must work well together ; and good senseand smartness
rods are of steel . The dimensions of the boat are : to be taken out by hand by a light colour. In the deep are necessary for obtaining the best results. When handy

Length on deck , 50 ft.; extremebreadth,13 ft.; and cutting, Fig. 12, the sleepers andballast of the permanent and suitable inen are chosen, their training is soon ac
depth,2ft. 10 in . Thedraught is15 }in .with a displace way are drawn in ; whilst in the other, Fig. 11, are complished ; indeed , by the time the excavating is in full
ment of 17 tons. The hullisof steel,andis builtin shownthepositionsofthe sideroads while the work is in working order, it will generally befound that theneces

sary dexterity has been acquired. The driver takes the
four sections, the skin plating being 1 in . thick. The progress.

Where the railway has only a single line , as in Fig. 13, lead, and is usually paid so much extra for each wagon

deck is also of steel , and is covered with linoleum . A
the cutting must be made narrower; the navvy is then filled per day beyonda stipulated number. If he fills 230

mahogany deck-house amidships provides accommoda- placed out of centre, and one side road only can be used. wagons, for instance, he receives his day's pay ; but if 280
tion for the officers and crew . The officers 'cabin is More attention is therefore required for keeping up the wagons, 14 day's pay; it is thus to his interest to take

upholstered in bluc rep, and is providedwith settees, supply of empty wagons; andthe jib having to swing care no time is lost. Besides these two there is a fireman

which can be used as bedswhen required ; thefittings round through a greater average distance, the output is to stoke and clean .
are of mahogany. The boat is provided with two not quite so good. In Fig . 13 is represented a cutting The rest of the help depends upon the cutting. As a

rudders, worked from a wheel amidships, and steers 25 ft.deep for a single line. rule there may be added one ganger and eight men, to act

very well. On the trial trip, in spite of a high wind
For a wide canal, Fig . 14 , three or more machines as plate-layers and lay the roads for the wagons and

and alumpy sea, shemade a speed of 9.1 knots,which slightly in advance of oneanother maybe used, the navvy, and totrim the slopes ; one man on the top to

was considered highly satisfactory by AdmiralAzavedo ployed in making the new channel of the River Witham , with theirdrivers, or say atotal of fifteenmenand two
A similar arrangeinent was em- break down the loose earth ,and either one or two horses

and Captain Carvalho, who represented the Brazilian near Boston . horses. Where the excavation is extra deep and of very

Giovernment . The vessel was afterwards taken to
After a gullet has been driven , the oxcavation may, hard material, another man may be required on the bank

pieces and shipped to its destination .
however, be widened in another way, often employed above, and perhaps extra help on the slopes. With these

in dock and harbour works, namely,by working along exceptions thelabourremains fairlythesame, whatever

“ side face” with asingle road, as shown in Fig .7 be the kind of stuff. For dock work , where the slopes do
A train of empty wagons can then be drawn up alongside not require finishing till the side is reached, thelabour

DUNBAR AND RUSTON'S STEAM NAVVY . * the navvy, and each truck as it is filledis pulled back will beproportionately somewhat less than in a railway

By Mr. JOSEPH RUSTON, M.P. , of Lincoln . wards by the locomotive, so as to bring the next one cutting, and nine to twelve men may be takenas the

(Concluded from page 178. )
into the right place for receiving the contents of the average. When blasting is necessary , extra help has of

bucket, no horse being then required. But although this course to be reckoned for.

Plan of Excavation.-When making a cutting, the appears a very simple plan, it is found difficult in prac- Output. - The output is affected by the hardness of the
navvy first drives a

"gullet," unless the excavation be tice to move each wagon through just the right distance, stuff. For the very hardest clay intermixed with stonos

commenced along the sideof a bank or hill, as shown and time is lost, and the dirt spiltabout. It is therefore and boulders, the capacity of the bucket is 1 cubic yard

in l'igs. 7 and 8. The output depends mainly upon the best to store the empties behind the machine as before, for all other hard stuff it yard , which is the most useful

completeness of the means for removing the excavated andbringeach forward over a jump to be loaded ; in this size ; whilst for loose earth ,sand, gravel, or drift, 14 or
way, with experienced men on the machine, two horses even 14 yards can be used .

The most effective way is to provide double roads, can be kept going. The jump lines should of course be as For all sizes of bucket the number of cuts per hour re

oneon either side, branching out byproper.curves near to the machine as possible, and the central track mains approximately the same, about three-quarters of a

from a central road ,andalso connected with the shouldfollow up close with the coal truck and the water. minutebeing the time necessary for each . Moving for
latter by short " jump"lines at abrupt angles imme- tank wagon. Two or morenavvies also can be worked wards, laying rails, and waiting for wagons may be set

diately behind the navvy, as shown in l'ig. 6. On along the same face ahead of each other, the centre road down as a deduction of ten minutesper hour, leaving fifty

the central road arekeptthe empty wagons, and on forming the side road for the one behind , and so on, as in minutes for cutting , which gives say sixty as thenumber
each side is a man with a horse, by whom an empty the section, Fig: 15. of bucket loads per hour, or 600 per day of ten hours, as

wagon is brought forwards along the jump to the side of The size of the excavation, the material, the facilities the theoretical capacity, equivalent to a daily output of

the machine ; and as soon as it isfilled it is run back for tipping, &c., will in each case determine which sys- 600, 750, and 900 cubic yards with the 1-yard , 14-yard,

along the branch and anotherempty is brought up. tem can be used with the greatestadvantange. With the and 15-yard buckets respectively ; and this agrees well
then no wedging down is requiresthe best with the results actually obtained .

Working Expenses.Theworking expenses vary accord.

a second wayon is being filled on the first side. As thé stuff above the reach of the bucket teeth. With loose ing to the locality. Thefollowing examples, taken from
work thus proceeds on either side alternately , not a mo- earth 30 ft. can be just as easilytaken,since it all falls two different contracts, in the south of England and in

down to the machine. Within these limits, the deeper the Scotland respectively, may be considered as representing

Paper read before the Institution of Mechanical face the better, as the greatest quantity can then be the two extremes, the output being in each case about

Engineers at Lincoln . scooped out between each forward movement. To stop, equal :

a

stuff,

者*

1
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DUNBAR AND RUSTON'S STEAM NAVVY.

CONSTRUCTED BY MESSRS. RUSTON, PROCTOR, AND CO. , ENGINEERS, LINCOLN
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South of England .

•

One engine driver

wheelman

fireman

ganger

Eightmen at 48. 6d.

Two horses and two drivers

One man at top

10 cwt. of coal at36s.

Water, oil, and waste

£ s .

0 7 6

0 4 6

0 3 6

0 8 4

1 16 0

1 0 0

0 4 6

0 18 0

0 2 6

Scotland.

One engine driver

wheolman

fireinan

ganger

Eight men at 3s.

One horse and driver

man at top

10 cwt. of coal at 68 .

500 gallons of water

Oil, tallow , and waste

£ s . d .

0 5 0

0 4 0

0 2 6

04 (

1 4 0

0 10 0

0 3 0

0 3 0

0 0 3

0 2 6

In the first example the prices are all high , particularly

that of the coal . In the second the prices are moderately

low . The average may therefore be set down at from

31. 10s. to 41. perday.

For depreciation, repairs, and interest on capital,

about 1l. per day may be reckoned, being arrived at as
follows :

The total cost of the machine weighing 32 tons is about

12501., namely , 1175l. price at the works, and 751. for

carriage and erection on the site of the excavation ; but in

many cases the amount allowed for erection can be con

siderably reduced :

:
:
:

:
:
:
:
:
:

o
l
o

Total per day 5 4 10 Total per day ? 18 9

1
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£ S. d.

125 00

62 10 0

02 10 0

250 0 0

Cost

per

Cubic

Yards
Size of

Bucket.
Material.

Yard .

d .

1. Dock works 1 480

500

of flints

Clay

Ilard red marl

8. Ilarbour works ..

4. Dock works

6.

1 600

940

740

3

2
م
ح
ا
س
ن
ه

as

Mild steel is

face, up to say 6 ft. ; but it will also vary according to down to prin. and I in. thickness he has experienced no

Depreciation at 10 per cent. on 12501.
trouble from brittleness. Nor has he with the very thinthe depth below the water line.

Repairs and renewals at 5 per cent.
But with the interAs a dredger the machine has not been extensively gauges, which he always anneals.

Interest on outlay at 5 per cent.
tried . For mud and sand it is hardly considered as a mediato gauges, which were finished at a black heat, he

competitor of the dredgers in ordinary use ; but where had great trouble until he determined to anneal them also.

Total per year
there is a very hard bottom and a fair face to work at, it There are many circumstances, however, wherein it is

offers without doubt very considerable advantages. obviously difficultto avoid working steel at a low or brittle

This amount may be considered to be well over the heat, and therein lies one of its great dangers.

ark. Allowing, therefore, 300 working days in the year, Coryosion.--No inquiry into the relative suitability of

and deducting two days per month for stoppages through
such materials as wrought iron and steel for permanent con

bad weather, about 270 available days will remain. The
INSTITUTION OF MECHANICAL

structive works would be complete, which took no account
amount to be reckoned under the above items will there ENGINEERS. of their respective oapacities to resist corrosive influences.

fore be 18s . 6d . per day, or about id . per cubic yard , or Address of the President, Mr. JEREMIAH HEAD . *
Both of them are obtained from the mixtures of metallio

say from d . to 1d. per wagon .
and non -metallic oxides which we call ores. These ores

Making all allowances therefore , the total cost of the (Concluded from page 192. ) when found are, as regards oxidation , in a stable con.

machine may be set down at say 41. 159. per day ; which, Smith Work . - Within a certain range of temperature dition ;whereas the purer the derived metals, the more

divided by the output,givesasthe costofexcavationsay steel can be more successfully workedthaniron ; but that unstable they are. Theyare always seeking,asit were,
1, d . percubic yard for sand or gravel , and 2d . for hard range is narrowor. Thus at the temperature familiarly to return to their primitive condition ; and this returnwe
olay. Where the excavation is small,orthe machine is known as cherry-red, a good steel plate can bebont double, call corrosion.
under a disadvantage, these prices will of course be soine- and then redoubled crosswise. Au iron boiler plate is To prevent it, requires constant care , watchfulness, and

what exceeded ; and 2d .to 3d . per cubic yard may be then considered good if it bends double with the fibre, and to a expense . Coating with paintis the usualdevice. This is

allowed. The following results, obtained directly from right angle across, at a full red heat. an attempt to cover with an air-tight film of metallio

contractors using the navvy, show a substantial agreement Steel plates are best worked at alow heat, iron ones at oxidesor metalloids, theinselvesin a stable condition . In

in this rospect . a somewhathigher heat. At a welding heat steel plates order to secure adhesion it is customary tomixthesewith

require the utmost caretoavoid burningor fusing,after vegetable oil, a substance whichisnotin a permanently
which they become quite brittle. A numberof steel plates stablecondition . Puremetallic oxide coverings, such as

which I saw lately being dished hot to a very awkward that which isobtained by the Bower-Bartfprocess,might

Kind of Cutting . form , between twodies under a steam hammer,were be expected to last for over. But it is only too wellknown
Cubio

perDay, mostly failing. Themen were advised to lower the that the protection afforded by painting is of limited
temperature to cherry-red, and the remaining plates all duration, and thatcorrosiongoes on in spite of it. Indeed

cub. yd .
stood the test. any iron or steel structure in the open air, well painted

Boulder clay 11 Steelis less easily welded than iron . Thus the blow- and then neglected for, say,ten years, will by that time
2. Railway cuttings Chalk with stratum 1.

2.1 holes ,orpiping,which occasionally occur in ingots,are be found to have shed off almost every vestige of paint ;
never welded up insubsequent rolling. Theybecome and nothing but a rapidly rusting surface will be visible.
enlarged,and are the cause of the lamination which is not Therefore the intrinsicanti-corrosive qualities of the

21 infrequently found in steel plates. Mr. Adamson, in the metals forming permanentstructures, suchas railway
course of his paper read at Paris in 1878,7 gaveit as his bridges and roofs,are of the greatestimportance.

experience that somesteel could be welded, but not all. Authorities differ widely as to the relative liability

It is difficult to estimate the cost of doing the same He believed that for this purpose the carbon contained to corrosion of wrought iron and steel. Sir I. Lowthian

amount of work by hand , but à saving of2d. to 6d.per shouldnot exceed0.125 per cent. It is still true that all Bell said at Paris,in 1878,* thathe should have ox

cubicyard may be safely reckonedupon . Where the steel will notweld with ease and certainty ; and it is not pectedapriorithatsteeiwouldcorrode less than
stuff is hard it is still greater. For stiff brown clay 10 d . yet quite clear wherein the difference lies. iron , because the first was pure and homogeneous, and the

per yard has been given as the cost ; and for stiff hard It must not be forgotten that there areweldsand welds. second composed of alternate layers of metal and

tough clay, containing boulders weighing from1 cwt.to A good weld is one where theweldedpieces will after- cinder. Everystatementofso high an authority, as
4 tons , the cost was estimated at 1s. 6d. per cubic yard wards bear the same cold bending through the weld your ex -president deserves most serious consideration .

byhandlabour, whilst the cost was 47d. by themachine, through theneighbouring solid part. Probably there are Butaftermuch reflection upon this particular one, I have
which was one of the earliest sent out.

stronger machines thecost wouldhavebeenstill less; wouldstand this test. Asan instance ofgood practicein istheprincipalimpurity inwroughtiron,which causes

in short the harder the stuff, the greater istheeconomy welding steel, Imay mention that at Messrs.R.andW. itsdiminishedtenacity,and givesitits superiorityin
over handwork . Hawthorn's works at St. Peter's, Newcastle, marine welding, is a basic silicate of iron.

Equivalent Hand Labour . — The number of men required boiler flues,7ft. long,are soundlywelded at one heat: stable condition , or in other wordsa perfect paint.

to do thework by hand will vary very much. For in certain fluxes are used to fuse the scale, which would will still be found unaffected by corrosion.AVgroove joint, carefully planed out,is adopted ;and Lumps of it exposed for years to atmospheric influences

stance, in excavating190 cubic yards per day the follow - otherwise preventadhesion of the surfaces.
ing men were necessary : one ganger, ten gullet men ,

Flue rings, conical tubes, and other details of boiler (except minute quantitiesof carbon, & c.) which is not unseventeen wingmen,two platelayers,onebrakesman,two work , involving welding and subsequent flanging,can now stable , and eagertoreturn to its primitiveoxidisedcon,

nearly pure metallic iron, and there is nothing in it

and two horses. At the same rate to excavatebyhand when inade, they are incomparablybetter. For to make wrought iron are ofcourseas liable to corrosion asmild
dition.At the same rate to excavate by hand | bemadeof suitable steel almostas easily as of iron ; and The lines or layers of metallic iron in commercial

be required. Thestoam navvymaytherefore be con- thick , a very high quality of iron mustbe used ; and even coated with a film of non -corrodible cinder.
a welded and flanged tube of iron not more than fin. steel. But every line and every layer is surroundedand

Themachine givesalso the importantadvantages of then the tube willbefound unable tostandsubsequent sense painted throughout. No doubt these sheaths of

enabling faster progressto bemade, and economising fough usage, such as setting cold to suit deviations in the cinder are not completely continuous,and therefore corro
But their ten.

time , as none is lost in disputes with the men ; the cost
of excavation can therefore be estimated with greater ac gone during welding and flanging have indeed taken the dencymustbetoimpedeit. Wrought iron therefore,

curacy, and when once it has been determinedfor a given tubes when finishedand annealed will stand battering material,and intermixed as itiswith a larger proportion

cutting, the rate may be relied upon till its completion about cold , without anyfearof damage whatever.

The contractor therefore is practically independent of
of non - corrodible material, may I think be expected i

strikes in this department ofhis business ; and is further steel at higher than atmospheric, but yet non -luminous condition than the purer article mild steel : and not
Let usnow consider for a moment the behaviour of priori to be less liableto a rapid return to its pristine

ofof men , and of housing and providing for them in out-of. temperatures. Iron plates will bend with the grain to

certain moderate angles, inversely proportionate to their
the- way districts.

thickness. Across grain they will bend much less. If, direct experiment than by à priori expectations. The

But after all , this question must be decided rather by

Subaqueous Work. The navvy can also be worked for however, they be heated, their bending capacity is im- British Admiralty appointed a committee in June , 1874,

excavations under water, for which purpose it is mounted provedmore and moreup to afullredheat. In making toexamine into thecausesof corrosion in marineboilers.
on a puntoon, as shown in Fig. 10. The pontoon is iron mastsandyards forships, it is necessary to bend the This committeeinvestigated the subject very carefully,

about 50 ft. long boy 22 ft. wide, and draws 2} ft. of plates across grain to a rather quick curve.
water; it is built specially to receivethe machine, and ofthe great length and small breadthofsuch plates,itis persoveringly,andconscientiously. Nothing donebefore

is most convenientlymade of iron ; butwheretimber is impossible to develop much libre by rolling in a cross results of their labours. They took evidence of leading
on the spot and plentiful,itmay be of course substituted direction ; and consequently, ifbent cold,longitudinal chemists, metallurgists, engineers,iron and steelmakers
withadvantage.For better distributing the weightin cracksare apt to appear. Butif heated to a verymode- navalengineers,inspectorsof steamer lines, Board of

,

versely,and adistance-piece is bolted in between for iron boilers , it is customary to warm the partsto be closed others ; and they visited the principal localities and works

completingthe continuity. Extra staysare carriedback byheaters,and then beat in with heavy hammers,In inthe countrywhere there wasareasonableprospectof
froin the top of thetower down to the engine end ; and setting studs or straightening anything accidentally bent, obtaining information . After three years of laborious

an extra roller isput in,to take the sag out ofthe main theapplication of a little heat has always beenfound,in work they published their finalreport in 1877. In it they

chain .Rollersarealso provided underthestep of the the case of iron, to makeeasy and safewhatwouldother saythat theopinionsgivenbytheauthorities theyexa
jib for the drawing back chain that winds upon the drum wise be difficult and risky . mined were so utterly divergent that they had been com
on the second shaft. The bucket arm has of course to be Now steel appearstodiffer entirely from iron in this pelled to reserve theirownuntil they had attempted to

lengthened, according tothe depth tobe taken out; and respect. If five pieces be cut from a steelplate and tested reconcile some of the discordant statementsbyactual
stuff to clear itself, and ispierced with holesto let out bent nearly double cold ; the second may be doubled and experiments. Of these they had made a longand careful

the water . The action is similar to that on land , except redoubled at a cherry-red heat ; the third will success The specimens operated on included sixteen kinds of

thattheresistance of thewater somewhat impedes the fully undergo Lloyd's quenchingtest.If the fourthbe ironandsteel plate discs , including ordinary and high
backswing of the bucket, necessitating the useofthe then filed bright ontheedges,andheldoverasmith's classiron,Lowmooriron, Bessemer ,open-hearth ,and
drawbackchain. The pontoon is steadied by three piles fire until thebright edges turn blue or straw colour,and crucible steel, and Whitworth compressed steel. These

orlegs,oneateachfront corner on either side of the jib,it be then bent,itwillprobably be foundtobreakshort weretestedin fresh waterfromseveralsources,andsex
andonecentrally behindthe engine ; these areprovided atabout a rightangle, the colour of the fracture being the water of various degrees of saltness ;in landandmarine
with racks and pauls, and are raised by hand lovers ; two same asof the edges, and it will have all the appearance boilers ; in the water space, the steam space, and at

or threecrabs, with guy ropes attached toanchors or ofbrittleness. If the fifth piecebe heated red -hot, and water level ; with air adınitted, and without; with lubri
otherwise , are also necessary . The machine delivers then slowly cooled until the edges, which must be kept cants in the water, and the reverse ; with zinc, and

intoa barge moored on oneside of thepontoon, a second bright, turn blue or straw colour, the samebrittlenessas without. The conditions which applied to onespecimen

emptybarge being broughtupontheothersideready inthelast case will probablybefound,though not quite applied to allin each case.
to receive the stuff as soon as the first is full. When all to the sameextent.

within reach of the bucket has been excavated to the re- Attention was called to this unreliability of steel at a in their own words :

Thefollowing is the pith of the committee's conclusions

quired depth, the piles are raised, and the pontoon hauled non -luminous heat, by Mr: Adamson in the paper already “ It was reasonably expected that

forwards bythe guy ropes ; the piles arethen dropped referred to ; and since then the facts have been confirmed materials made by fusion, and consequently free from
again , andthe next piece in front is excavated . by experimentsmade in this countryand inAmerica, cinder, and in a conditionof more perfectmixture,should
The deeperthe face, the better ; indeeda very shallow though no explanation of the phenomenon has to my have resisted the pitting 'action much better than piled

facecanhardlybedealt with successfully. The water knowledge, ever been given . Mr. Ephraim Jones, of iron. Such, however, is not the case.”+
also should be comparatively still, as waves lift the pon Middlesbrough, who rolls sheet steel, informs me that
toon and interfere with the bucket taking its proper cut ;

It is in a

inore 80.

those

* Journal of Iron and Steel Institute, No. 2, 1878,

the output can be averaged at about half what it would bé * Delivered at the Lincoln meeting, August 4, 1885.

on land. The cost per cubic yard may be taken at about + Journal of the Iron and Stool Institute, 1878, pages +Third report of Admiralty Boiler Committee, page

double that of a dry excavation with similar depth of | 395-6,

p. 450.
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